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KITCHEN A BISTRO
631 862-0151 St. James
FOOD ****1/2 SERVICE/AMBIANCE **
Bring money, wine, a hearty appetite, an adventurous spirit and a laid back, relaxed attitude to the
casual, seven-month-old Kitchen A Bistro in St. James and you won’t be disappointed. Chef/owner Eric
Lomando is churning out some of the most creative, interesting, absolutely spectacular fare available
on Long Island in his newish, sport shirt and slacks style, upscale French bistro where Mirabelle had
been until last December.
Although Kitchen A Bistro has been on the local dining scene for over a decade, its present informal
venue is larger and more comfortable than the rather cramped original where smoke from the kitchen
sometimes filtered into the dining room and patrons waiting for tables often had to sit in their cars
until they could be accommodated.
But the dishes there were exceptional and they are as good or better now. The nearly 6,000 diners
who voted in the Zagat survey ranked its food best on the Island knew what they were doing. Mr.
Lomando who also owns and supervises Trattoria A Bistro where Kitchen A Bistro had been exhibits
his creative flair in nearly every dish. An eggplant ravioli starter with black olive and tomato confit
makes for an inspired vegetarian meld. Rarely encountered grilled figs come with a lip smacking
eggplant purée given a welcome spark by a touch of blue cheese. But the knockout starter is the
homey, rustic, braised oxtail, mixed with green farro topped with an egg that’s slow cooked in its shell
and a thin, crisp Parmesan thiel. Break the yolk into the meat and farro for a memorable, earthy treat.
A tall, muscular, grilled pork porterhouse chop entrée is smothered in crisp browned Dijon spaetzle, an
appealing veal duo of prosciutto-wrapped veal loin and soft mellow braised veal shoulder with celery is
reminiscent of Mirabelle’s duck two ways as is the duck itself here. It combines the thickest (and one
of the best) rare, sautéed duck breasts and roasted fig with a duck confit crêpe. Diners who seek
lighter going should consider the delicate bronzini over a luxuriant fennel puree with Nicoise salad.
There are no wrong dessert turns although the rich dark chocolate snickers tart with caramel has a
rubbery texture and a hard, difficult to penetrate, crust. The tangy fig tarte tartin and dense chocolate
pot de crème are recommended without reservation.
On Fridays and Saturday nights (when reservations are accepted) a fixed price $42 three-course meal
is served. The other five days of the week al a carte entrées cost $25, appetizers are in the $9 to $11
category and desserts go for $6.50. There is no wine list and no corkage fee for bottles brought by
diners. There’s also no credit card that’s accepted at Kitchen A Bistro.
Is this then a perfect restaurant? Of course not (perfection is unattainable). Without Mirabelle’s white
tablecloths, or other absorbent material, it can be ear splittingly noisy. While its wait staff is upbeat,
knowledgeable and concerned, runners were on cruise control the night I visited. Dishes were
auctioned off (“Who ordered the chicken?”), coffee we didn’t order was delivered to our table and
leftovers we requested to take home were thrown out with no apologies.
Would any of this stop me from returning? No way! Food is the name of the game at a restaurant and
it’s extraordinary here.

